
A proven CI approach

Everyone in your organisation has knowledge 
and experience that can help improve your 
business. What you need is a simple, proven 
way to get everyone working together, sharing 
valuable internal know-how and taking 
ownership of the continuous improvement 
process. This is exactly what Improvement 123 
will do for you.

In 3 easy to follow kits, Improvement 123 
includes everything you need to empower 
your teams with just the right amount of Lean-
based theory, strategy and practical tools so 
that they can immediately create a succession 
of lasting improvements. 

With Improvement 123,  everyone has a way to 
offer innovative insights that will create order, 
add value and increase business velocity.

Visual • Flexible • Smarter

Visual improvement
Collaborative team processes and unique visual 
workplace tools ensure everyone is involved and 
improvements are visible and actionable.

Flexible and scalable
Run your improvement training when you want 
and scale up as you need. Use downtimes for 
small group work or catch up classes.

Smarter
Work smarter to deliver greater customer value. 
Maximise improvement impact and speed with a 
simple, focused approach that fits your culture.

“Everyone was engaged. 
We started implementing 
practical improvements 
right out of the first box!”
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Continuous Improvement Manager
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CREATE ORDER  •  ADD VALUE  •  INCREASE VELOCITY



Kit 1: Create Order
Create Order is the first kit in the Gestaltix Improvement 123 
program. The kit and coursework covers the first stage of 
creating order in a workplace using the 5-S approach. It 
provides a foundation for continuous improvement in 
any workplace through the systematic application of 5-S 
practices according to suggestions and actions made 
by the people who do the work.

Kit 2: Add Value
Add Value covers the second stage of workplace Continuous 
Improvement: the identification of a wide variety of 
process and operational wastes. The kit provides 
instruction and activities for how to identify wastes and 
introduces a proven Visual Workplace tool to tap into 
employee expertise and track Added Value.

Kit 3: Increase Velocity
Increase Velocity builds on the foundations laid in the 
first two kits by engaging your teams in the essentials 
of monitoring process performance and improvement. 
The kit and coursework provide a proven, repeatable 
mechanism for identifying process flow and constraints, 
and focuses the team interdependent relationships to 
Increase Velocity in your business!

Improvement out  
of the box

 www.gestaltix.com.auGestaltix Pty Limited  

Facilitator manual, slide deck, Process Simulation Kit, Assembly 
Cards, Red Tags, 5-S Implementation Templates, 123 T-Shirt,  
Visual Standard Board, 5-S Audit Cards.

Facilitator manual, slide deck, Assembly Cards, Flip Chart Title Cards, 
Activity Sheet Templates, Video: The Lemonade Stand,  
Value Tracker Board™, Tracker Cards.

Facilitator manual, slide deck, Sweet Production Process Game, 
Process Mapping Kit, Post-Its, Dry erase markers, Priority 
Reckoner™, Velocity Improvement Planner™.  
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